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Prisoner 89 Ltd is offering the opportunity to invest in the feature film PRISONER OF ’89. Investors will participate 
in the production of the feature film and share in both its commercial and financial success. Together 
we can make, own, distribute the film, manage how it is sold and share in the profits from this collaboration.

PRISONER OF‘ 89 is budgeted at £350,000. It’s an extremely modest budget with which we will be taking 
advantage of substantial in-kind favours. We’ve kept the production as simple as possible with the majority 
of the film occurring inside the protagonist’s home, but also allowing for some high ‘production 
value’ moments to showcase the colours of 1989. Our key priority, however, is to keep the budget low to 
allow for a greater return on investment. 

Both Merlin Merton and Luke Healy have previously produced features on similar budget levels. We have 
setup an SEIS / EIS company and plan to allow investors to partake of this to further minimise risk by 
getting the tax authorities to subsidise the investment for eligible stakeholders. 

We are in a position to make the most of the thriving independent film market, where high quality 
independent British films can reach global audiences and enjoy international success.
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AT HOME. WITH HIS MUM. IN CROYDON.

THE YEAR MANDELA BEGAN HIS LONG WALK TO FREEDOM. THE YEAR THE BERLIN WALL FELL. 
AND IT’S ALSO THE YEAR OF ANDY STUART’S IMPRISONMENT...

1989



PRISONER OF ’89 is the story of a young man who made a small, totally understandable mistake: he had an 
affair with the charming wife of his neighbourhood gangster...

Remember those years of late, teenage liberty, when days passed easily – free of adult responsibilities? This was 
life for Andy Stuart. It is 1989 – the summer of rave, the second summer of love and one of the hottest summers 
on record. With his A-levels finished, he still has the comfort of his mum’s home cooking and sleeping in his own 
bed; Andy Stuart doesn’t have a worry in the world. Except, that is, where women are concerned. You see, the 
woman Andy has fallen in love with… well, yes, he should be worried about her.

Up until now, the future looked rosy for 18 year old Andy. Then this one, monumental mistake throws this time of 
carefree-liberty into the biggest and toughest challenge of his life. Imprisoned in his home by a dangerous, vengeful
 husband, Andy must pay a ransom of £5,000 to regain his freedom – a sum that will increase every time he tries to 
escape. Via bumbling attempts, amateurish dealings and secretive house parties, Andy tries everything to 
raise the money. But, at the same time as learning the value of love, friendship and family, he has unwittingly 
set off on a clumsy and at times hilarious journey to discover himself.

Our film is based on a true story, with some of the biggest tunes of the year and set alongside the seismic events 
of 1989 – the fall of the Berlin Wall, Tiananmen Square, the Hillsborough disaster, Salman Rushdie, the Velvet 
Revolution and so much more.

PRISONER OF ’89 explores a time of endings and so many beginnings. 5
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PRISONER OF ’89 is a fast-paced, coming-of-age comedy / drama set in 1989. It tells the gripping story of a young 
man’s attempt to unravel a life-changing mistake, set against the backdrop of the second summer of love.

TARGET AUDIENCE: the same teenage / millennial demographic who love 80s-based film / TV content along 
the lines of ‘Stranger Things’, ‘Dark’ and ‘Summer of ‘84’. Also the 40s+ demographic who lived through the 80s.

BUZZ WORDS: comedy, coming-of-age, sex, drugs, summer, rave, 1989.
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Coming-of-age films that are financial comparisons to PRISONER OF ’89:

Napoleon Dynamite (2004)
Budget: £ 325.000 / Box Office: £ 38 million

Nowhere Boy (2009)
Budget: £ 1 million / Box Office: £ 6.5 million

Submarine (2010)
Budget: £ 1.2 million / Box Office: £ 3.7 million

Tonal references:

Quadrophenia (1979)

Whitnail and I (1986)

Trainspotting (1996)

Spike Island (2012)
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We’ve attached MANUEL PURO as our casting director who Luke Healy 
previously worked with on ‘The Flood’ starring Lena Heady and Iain Glenn. 
Manuel’s other films include ‘Hellboy II” (2008), ‘Moon’ (2009) starring Sam 
Rockwell, and ‘Mute’ (2018) starring Alexander Skarsgard and Paul Rudd.

The cast of PRISONER OF ‘89 will feature the very best of young, British 
talent, complimented by recognised actors in the adult roles.
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BUDGET: £350,000

FINANCE PLAN:

£50K Post-Equity
£70K Debt against UK Film Tax Relief
£230K Equity

FINANCING STRUCTURE:

Investor recoups their initial investment + 15% premium pro rata pari passu with total investment in a first position; 
thereafter partakes pro rata on 50% alongside ‘producer’s net’.

FINANCIAL PLAN
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EIS funding has become a solid standard in the film industry for raising UK production finance. The newer SEIS 
model works as a perfect model for low budget films. We see this model of finance as an opportunity for investors 
to be involved in high-profile and potentially lucrative creative endeavours, while promoting the UK independent 
film industry that has been so profitable in the past.

THE 9 BASIC RULES FOR AN SEIS & EIS COMPANY

1. An SEIS approved company can only raise up to £150,000, with a maximum value in the company of 
£200,000. Once the company has spent 70% of their SEIS funding they then qualify as an EIS company where 
a further £5,000,000 can be raised.

2. An SEIS investor can invest a maximum of £100,000 per tax year into an SEIS. With careful planning the 
investor can invest at  the end of  one tax year and at the beginning of the next. Through an EIS you can 
invest up to £1,000,000 a year.
 
3. The investor of the SEIS/EIS fund must not be associated in any way with the Fund Executives or have 
direct connections to the films that are being financed.

EIS/SEIS 
STRUCTURE
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4. To qualify as an SEIS/EIS, a film company must have an active role in the individual projects it is investing 
in, rather than just offering financial services.

5. The benefits to an SEIS/EIS investor are restricted to the person’s ability to absorb the credit. Many investors 
have invested having been told they will get 50% back in cash to find it does not work for them. 

For example if someone invests £100,000 they would be entitled to Tax Credit of £50,000, their own tax liability 
must be at least £50,000 to absorb it. On an EIS the investor would receive 30% so on an investment of £100,000 
the investors tax liability should be £30,000.

6. Each potential investor will be assessed to ensure their tax position will allow them to benefit from investing 
into an SEIS/EIS.

7. Capital Gains Tax deferral is only valuable to an investor if that person has a realised taxable gain. That means 
they must have a CGT liability to shelter in order to receive this benefit from the scheme.

8. Tax relief is just one of the reasons why someone would invest into an SEIS/EIS company. Investors 
receive tax relief of 50% under SEIS and 30% under an EIS.
 
On a SEIS they can also receive 14% of Capital Gains Tax right off and another 14% CGT deferral on other  chargeable 
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gains made until disposal of shares. On an EIS the 28% capital gains is a deferral only. If an investor holds 
their shares for at least three years there is no Capital Gains Tax charged on the gain in any sale of such 
shares. If the investment fails or an investor sells their shares at a loss, that loss, after deducting SEIS/EIS 
Income Tax relief, can be set against the investor’s chargeable gains or taxable income. 

9. If the investment doesn’t fully recoup, then the investor will be entitled to claim 45% loss 
relief on any loss accrued.

Below are examples showing the tax relief on offer for an investment of £100k in SEIS/EIS.

        TAX RELIEF TYPE                      AMOUNT OF TAX RELIEF             NET COST

Tax Relief for SEIS                                               £50,000                                  £50,000

Capital Gains Tax Relief for SEIS                       £14,000                                  £36,000

Capital Gains Tax Deferral for SEIS                 £14,000                                 £22,000

Tax Relief for EIS                                                  £30,000                                 £70,000

Capital Gains Tax Deferral for EIS                    £28,000                                 £42,000
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SHARES IN THE SEIS/EIS COMPANY

Additionally, ‘A’ shares will be issued. In order for the investor to qualify for SEIS / EIS income tax relief and / or 
capital gains tax deferral, they must not have controlling interest in the company. All investors will be investing in 
non-controlling ‘B’ shares. Additionally, 100 ‘A’ shares will be issued to company executives. At the end of the 
third year of trading the company will have received the majority of its returns. The company will work with the IFA’s 
Investors and Tax advisors to ensure the best exit point for each individual investor.

BALANCING RISK & THE USE OF THE SEIS/EIS FUND FOR FILM PRODUCTION

For Investors to obtain SEIS/EIS tax relief they must retain their shares for a minimum of three years from the date 
of issue and the company must adhere to specific conditions attached to EIS relief and deferral. Graham 
Associates, our accountants, will work closely with the film to ensure that the production conforms to all 
SEIS/EIS requirements. Whilst provisional clearance has been requested from the Inland Revenue in respect of 
the company qualifying for SEIS/EIS status, no guarantee is offered that such status will be obtained. This 
status is granted once a production is completed and the conditions are reviewed.
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REPORTING TO SHAREHOLDERS

We have budgeted for three annual management accounts, which will be available to investors whilst  the 
company continues trading. The accounts will be an accurate record of the company’s progression and the current 
value of the shares, based on profit accrued. Investors will also have the opportunity to experience a film 
in the making first hand, with visits to the sets, invitation to be an extra and meet the stars. The investors 
will also have the opportunity to attend the individual films premieres and after parties.

COMPANY ACCOUNTANTS

Graham Associates
San Marco House, Craig Yr Eos Road
Ogmore By Sea
Vale of Glamorgan
CF32 0PG

PRISONER 89 LTD
34 Wesley Square, London, W11 1TS

COMPANY NUMBER
10148084
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The UK has a strong reputation for low-budget indie breakouts both critically and commercially across all 
genres from the likes of ‘Lady Macbeth’ (Genre: Period / Romance / Budget: £350k / Box Office: £3m), ‘Weekend’ 
(Genre: LGBT / Budget: £120k / Box Office: £900k), and ‘Ill Manors’ (Genre: crime / drama / Budget: £120k 
/ Box Office: £450k). Both ‘Lady Macbeth’ and ‘Ill Manors’ were first time feature directors. All three features 
premiered at top tier festivals including SXSW, Toronto and Sundance.

Merlin Merton has worked with multiple debut feature directors, and on shorts with newer directing talent. 
Those films have all premiered at top tier festivals from Toronto and Sundance, to Cannes (main competition) 
and Berlin. 

In the unlikely event that Prisoner of ‘89 doesn’t recoup, investors will not receive their money back,  Merlin and 
Luke have nevertheless kept the production budget as low as possible to mitigate the financial risk as fully 

SALES 

STRATEGY
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as possible, and allow everyone (including producers / director / cast) a greater opportunity to partake in the 
film’s potential upside. We’ve protected the downside by lowering the budget and, where applicable, by
offering the opportunity to take advantage of the SEIS / EIS scheme.

We aim to launch the film at a top tier festival which will bring enormous critical attention to the film, 
and by extension lead to higher sales value. We’d look to attach a sales agent from the film’s festival premiere, and 
exclude the UK in order to sell UK rights directly to a distributor. We’d expect the film’s strongest festival 
chances to be SXSW and London. 
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The film is set largely in one space, so the shooting schedule has been 
kept to a minimal three weeks. We intend on shooting late-summer / 
September this year and expect to have the film completed by Febru-
ary 2023. 

This proposed completion date will see us ready for the start of the film 
festival season and a Spring 2023 release.

SCHEDULE
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- Come visit us on set
- Join us on the red carpet premiere with all the stars
- A signed copy of the poster and DVD copy of the film

It goes without saying that we will keep you up-to-date with the 
production’s development and progress, and of course once we 
reach the point of selling the film to sales and distribution 
companies.

PERKS
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DAVID KITCHEN – DIRECTOR / WRITER

After graduating from LAMDA, David worked as an actor and writer for many years. Completing the Raindance 
Film Director Course in 2013, he wrote, produced and directed FAMILY REUNION, which went on to be 
shortlisted and win festivals such as the TriForce Short Film Festival, the London Short Film Festival and the 
Portobello Film Festival.

GREER ELLISON - SCREENWRITER

Greer Ellison’s debut feature film, ‘Butterfly Kisses’,  developed with Film London and Northern Ireland Screen, 
premiered at the 2017 Berlin Film Festival where it won the Crystal Bear for Best Film and has gone on to win 
another 10 awards and receive a further 12 nominations internationally. His next feature film, ‘A Woman At Night’, 
will be released this year. In 2018 Greer was awarded a place on the BBC Writersroom, and in 2019 he was 
commissioned to develop an original series through the BBC’s TV Drama Writers Programme and has also been 
commissioned by BBC Radio 3 and BBC Sounds for two radio plays, both of which have been produced.
He was also awarded a place on the Cinestory Screenwriting competition in L.A. and has been a finalist in the 
Sundance Screenwriting Lab. 

THE FIILMMAKERS
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MERLIN MERTON – PRODUCER

Merlin Merton is a producer / head of film at Paradox House. He is an executive producer on ‘10,000 Saints’ starring 
Oscar-nominees Ethan Hawke and Hailee Steinfeld which premiered at Sundance; and ‘Wild Oats’ starring 
Oscar-winners Shirley MacLaine and Jessica Lange. In terms of debut director, he produced ‘Butterfly 
Kisses’ winner of the Crystal Bear at Berlin, and ‘Anna’, nominated for the Cannes: Palme d’Or for shorts. 

LUKE HEALY – PRODUCER

Luke trained and worked as an actor, working extensively for the past 
fifteen years in theatre, film and TV. Since returning from living and working 
in LA, he has been focusing more on film production. Among other 
projects, he was the lead producer on “The Flood”, starring Lena Headey 
and Iain Glenn, which was picked up by Curzon Cinemas and Samuel 
Goldwyn in the US. PRISONER OF ‘89 will be the fourth feature Luke has 
produced.
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DAVID: + 44 (0) 7904 905359
davekitch.71@gmail.com 

MERLIN:  + 44 (0) 7904 863878
merton.merlin@paradoxhouse.co.uk

LUKE: + 44 (0) 7956 847959
luke@lukehealy.com

THANK YOU FOR THANK YOU FOR READINGREADING


